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Annual Report  
2016 

 
 

A Letter from the President 
In the Spirit of Service 

 
Dear AOBTA® Members, 
  
Happy New Year! I am delighted to be writing you today. Since I 
stepped in as AOBTA® president, you each (individually and 
collectively) have been in the forefront of my mind. I seek to launch 
a personal relationship with you and want you to feel the supportive 
Qi of your professional organization, our board of directors and 
committees. 
  

Community is an interesting topic these days. With the shenanigans of the 2016 Fire 
Monkey behind us and the dawn of the 2017 Fire Rooster bringing its sense of 
determination and success, we have much work to do. 
  
When looking at the year ahead we can draw upon the wisdom of the Chinese calendar 
for inspiration. The Rooster is described as resourceful, courageous, talented, loyal and 
proactive. Fire has a dynamic strength and persistence and holds the power of maturity. 
In the five-phase cycle, Fire is the season of summer, the time when the plants flower 
and start to form fruit. It is a critical part of the growth cycle in creating a bountiful 
harvest.  
 
The vision of the AOBTA® is to promote Asian Bodywork Therapy (ABT) by supporting 
Eastern philosophical approaches to health and well-being. The Mission of the AOBTA® 
is to support our personal and professional development and success by cultivating 
education and networking opportunities. 
 
With this in mind, in this edition of our annual report I seek to address your questions 
regarding: 
  

► Why does AOBTA® exist? 
► What is our purpose and value? 
► How can I help AOBTA® invigorate our profession? 

  
Each season has a predominant flavor, texture, and personality. In the season ahead I 
see the opportunity for stronger connections, strategic partnerships, and further 
cultivating our vibrant community. When we help each other succeed we all benefit. 
Will you help us reach our goals?  
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As we look at the year ahead and seek new community activists, it seems fitting to 
take a moment to acknowledge the work of our volunteer board members, as well as a 
few members of our community with whom I have had the privilege of meeting and 
working with thus far. Every day I serve as your president I continue to be in awe of 
those who have served before me. 
  
Board and Staff Updates, Highlights and Accomplishments 
Leadership in Action, Your Team Working on Behalf of Asian Bodywork Therapists 
  
To start, I want to acknowledge our Office Manager Angela Pflugfelder, who has 
recently celebrated 20 years of working with the AOBTA®! Over the years Angela has 
engaged every member of our organization to ensure that their individual needs and 
questions were attended to. During this time she has helped the organization remain 
rooted through our changes in leadership and evolutionary cycles. Please join us in 
celebrating Angela Pflugfelder’s achievement. We have benefited greatly from her 
loyalty and commitment to the AOBTA® and ABT community. Angela is truly our 
treasure.  
  
With the change in leadership in mind, I personally would like to thank Wayne Mylin, 
our Managing Director, and past president, for his support in my early days as 
president. As you can imagine there is much to learn about the history, governance, and 
operations of our organization, and Wayne’s attention to detail and insights were 
invaluable in helping me get up to speed. 
  
Wayne has been busy updating our membership renewal and new application 
procedures. Hopefully, you have found the newly-enhanced online process intuitive and 
easy to navigate. We are very happy with the method of updating your public profile. 
  
Our online professional directory serves us individually and collectively more than you 
might imagine. Most obvious of course, it is how prospective clients may find you. 
However, did you know it is also how state and local officials routinely confirm the 
legitimacy of practitioners claiming to practice Asian Bodywork Therapy? Having a 
professional membership directory bolsters our credibility in the eyes of public policy 
makers who are keen to understand who we are and what we represent. 
  
You will now find that the renewal process will prompt you to update your public profile. 
However, we encourage you not to wait, since 62% of our professional members 
and teachers are not listed publicly!  
  
So as you can imagine, properly representing you is our priority. Please alert your 
colleagues so that we can all work to remedy this issue and reach out to Angela if you 
would like assistance with updating your public information. 
  
Wayne Mylin has also created a new and greatly improved version of our community 
calendar available for all members to post their events. It is visible to the public and an 
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exciting advancement in publicizing our events, workshops, and activities so that we 
can share and access the wealth of knowledge and resources our community has to 
offer! 
  
Serving on the executive team, Deborah Valentine Smith, our Treasurer/Secretary on 
the Board, has balanced our books and has edited our Pulse newsletter for 16 years 
while maintaining a busy teaching and client schedule. She has been on the board for 
14 years, serving as Eastern Regional Director and Communications Director. No 
matter how busy, Deborah always makes time to address urgent issues and 
membership needs. Thank you, Deborah! Your longevity and unwavering commitment 
to our members and the health of the AOBTA® are exemplary. 
  
In addition to her current work on behalf of the board, Deborah is eagerly anticipating 
the launch of our very own ABT Journal, which will carry articles on the theoretical 
basis of our work, relevant research, and applications in the broader community. Please 
contribute by sending written articles or suggesting articles that have inspired you.  
 
This is a good place to mention the other long time members of the Pulse editorial 
board and proofing committee, Adele Isoda, Bev Sonen and Karen Broyles, who 
have given countless hours over many years to ensure that we can be proud of what we 
publish. We deeply appreciate their service and expertise.  
  
Our Vice President, Andrea Sullivan, immediately jumped in last spring when the 
board needed to navigate tricky territory with a sense grace and calm. As a long time 
member of our community, she has personally helped me form relationships with our 
members in her home state and continues to help us build our student membership 
through her teachings with CenterPoint. 
  
Sadly, Andrea has asked us to find someone to replace her as Vice President since her 
family is in need of her time and attention right now. However, with her enduring 
commitment to our community Andrea has offered to provide assistance to anyone who 
is interested in relieving her of her duties. 
  
Curious? The role of the VP is to connect with and support our state chapters and 
representatives. It is an important position for us to stay connected with our local 
leaders and members. Please reach out to me if you are interested in learning more 
about this vibrant position. 
  
As Director of Education, Matthew Sweigart has supported the executive team in its 
efforts to protect our profession, has served on the Peer Review Committee with its 
review of each new applicant and has offered his insights with regards to the future and 
expanded scope of video conferencing. Thank you, Matthew! 
  
Last year our Education Committee chairs, Cindy Banker, Director of COSP (Council 
of Schools and Programs) and Matthew Sweigart, Director of Education undertook 
the task of moving our education standards forward to describe ABT in competency-
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based language. This will be helpful in a number of ways. The first will be to help our 
C.I.s develop skills in writing competency-based curricula. The other and perhaps more 
important will be developing the specific competencies for each of our ABT Forms along 
with the ability to demonstrate competencies for our 100 hour TCM requirement. It is an 
exciting task that will change our educational standards from one that primarily relies on 
counting hours in specifically titled courses. This process will require input from all of 
our C.I.s as we develop the specific rubrics for each ABT Form. This project will be 
primarily administrated through our Forms Committee which is currently chaired by 
Cindy.  
 
This change is in keeping with other industry standards and will keep the AOBTA® 
abreast of other organizations and agencies involved in massage and bodywork 
therapy. It is because of Cindy and Matthew’s commitment to the quality of our 
educational standards that this project will continue forward. Thank you, Cindy Banker 
and Matthew Sweigart, and the C.I.s who have already made contributions to this 
project, for bringing this exciting endeavor closer towards our long term goal! 
  
In addition to her role as Director of COSP, Cindy Banker serves in several roles 
including Chair of AOBTA®’s Peer Review Committee and Chair of AOBTA®’s 
Forms Committee. As Chair of the Peer Review Committee, Cindy oversees the 
approval process for recognizing new Forms of ABT; and the process for approving new 
Certified Instructors (CI’s), Registered Instructors (RI’s) and Certified Practitioners 
(CP’s). Our Peer Review Process ensures that all new CP’s, RI’s and CI’s have met the 
AOBTA®'s very specific standards. This is a thorough and rigorous process which can 
be very time consuming when a new applicant has a background with which we are not 
already familiar. One of Cindy's responsibilities is to make sure that we have qualified 
CI’s participating in this process and we often invite those CI’s to participate with our 
standing Peer Review Committee members. A special acknowledgment is extended to 
both Dr. James Wu and Bill Helm who have served so often and graciously toward 
evaluating various Tuina applications!  It is important to remember that the work of the 
Peer Review Process is intended to be a shared responsibility with input from many, if 
not all, of our CI’s. 
  
Cindy’s team of steadfast advisors on the Peer Review Committee (reviewing all 
Certified Practitioner applications) includes Vernon Smith and Michael D’Agro. As 
Director of Education, Matthew Sweigart supports and graciously continues actively 
to fill in on all of these committees but has been shouldering full responsibilities in this 
committee while a dedicated third person is still needed. Rylen Feeney serves as Chair 
of the Registered Instructor Committee, joined by Pam Ferguson and Dean 
Hutcherson. Robbee Fian, Bill Helm, and Michael Casper continue to serve on the CI 
Committee. Thank you to all the standing and ad hoc members of these vitally important 
committees. 
  
New members might not know that Cindy Banker is one of our founding members and 
helped create AOBTA® by merging the American Shiatsu Association (ASA) with other 
ABT organizations and leaders. Over our 28-year history, Cindy has volunteered on 
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committees and the board throughout that entire time! Combined with her contributions 
as the Founding President of the ASA, Cindy has clocked at least 33 years of dedicated 
service to the field. This past year her efforts have included making major contributions 
to our Legislative Committee while we weathered several crises and have been without 
a dedicated Legislative Director. Thank you, Cindy, for your continued invaluable 
contribution to our organization. Your dedication to the success of our profession is 
nothing short of extraordinary. We are fortunate to have such passion and long-standing 
commitment on our volunteer board.  
 
Cindy is also forging ahead toward our future by her active participation on the teacher 
certification committee within the Alliance for Therapeutic Massage Education 
(AFTME). Last year the AOBTA® Board voted to join the AFTME at the organizational 
level of membership bumping up stakeholder status from one of continuing education 
level of membership. One of the most exciting things emerging from this partnership is 
the fact that ABT is being appropriately recognized as distinct from, but able to work 
collaboratively with the massage therapy community. The teacher certification 
standards being developed clearly reflect that, and we believe this provides clarity at 
one of the highest levels of participation with the larger massage and bodywork 
community. The intention of this certification is that it will provide another credentialing 
option for our own Certified and Registered AOBTA® Instructors that focuses on actual 
teaching skills. This should be another way to enhance the profile and awareness of our 
own credentials as we continue to advance the skills and qualifications for teachers. 
  
As our Director of Membership, Gail Kellstrom regularly responds to inquiries from 
members. A true team player, Gail serves with a passion for our profession and sense 
of duty in her role. After several discussions with long time members, she recently 
proposed a Senior Discount for our professional members. We are excited to offer this 
discount as we recognize many of us are and will be, working well past the “common” 
age for retirement. Thank you, Gail, for moving this important agenda item forward! See 
details in Community Activism: Putting Ideas Into Action article. 
  
With her analytical skills Wendy Clouser, Member-at-Large, has helped us crunch 
numbers and provide quantifiable reports to help us better understand the ebbs and 
flows of our fiscal year goals and objectives. Her term is up for election soon, and 
following the celebration of her recent wedding, Wendy is ready to be replaced as her 
new family and career are calling her time and attention. As a Microsoft Excel wizard, 
we are fortunate that she has offered to continue to train a new volunteer and share her 
talents to help craft formulas and crunch data when her talents are in demand! Thank 
you, Wendy. 
  
The Member-at-Large position is key to helping us stay connected with each of you. It is 
the least demanding of all of the positions and offers a nice introduction to service on 
the board. Interested? Please reach out! 
 
In my first year as President, my primary focus was to support each of the directors in 
their short and long-term goals, highlighted above. By working to empower each of the 
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directors and advance productive collaboration, we are working to enhance the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the organization and each department. 
  
This was a significant endeavor and I hope that going forward my position will settle into 
a more manageable workload than the average of 20-40 hours a week that my role 
currently demands.   
  
Most critical were (and still are) the legislative activities occurring across the country 
with Massachusetts, Colorado and Georgia standing out and demanding much of my 
attention because of the current legislative director vacancy. As a result, the board and I 
have decided to establish a legislative budget to address the current and on-going 
legislative needs to protect the future of our profession. 
  
So this past year was a whirlwind of activities, a balance of strategic planning and crisis 
management. We are ripe for new leaders to join our team and move our exciting list of 
goals forward. I stand ready to welcome and support you in these tasks as we work 
together to shape the future of our profession. 
  
Member Acknowledgements 
Volunteers in Action 
  
With long time members in mind, we recently honored Robbee Fian with a Lifetime 
Membership Award. A founding member, she served on the Interim Committee to help 
form the AOBTA® and was AOBTA®'s first Membership Director, taking on the 
monumental task of personally reviewing every single membership application. She had 
volunteered countless of hours and thousands of dollars to make the dream of our 
organization a reality. Robbee’s commitment of time and service to our Certified 
Instructor Interview Committee over the past 25 years has helped to ensure the integrity 
and reputation of the AOBTA®. On behalf of the ABT community, we thank Robbee Fian 
for her vision, leadership and continued years of service with the AOBTA®! 
  
With regards to legislation, our current champion volunteer is Georgia member 
Yolanda Asher, who has been helping me navigate the Georgia legislative minefield. 
Long time members may remember her when she diligently served to protect our 
profession as AOBTA®’s legislative director for 12 of her 18 years of AOBTA® board 
service! It is through Yolanda Asher’s and Cindy Banker’s guidance and training that I 
am able to perform the duties of legislative director until that position is filled. Thank 
you, Yolanda and Cindy for your substantial investment of time and energy to help me 
serve our members. You are a joy to work with and it is a privilege to serve with you. 
  
Financial Report: 
Fiscal Responsibility, Strength, and Opportunity 
  
Fiscally, we are in good shape. Our membership dues raised just short of $100,000 that 
went largely to overhead, printing, and salaries. We predict a similar year ahead, but 
with funds allocated for legislative matters as well as a larger printing budget so that we 
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may return to a printed newsletter. As a result of conversations with many of you this 
past year we have come to the conclusion that the ePulse does not foster the same sort 
of connectedness as a printed newsletter. We have assessed that the cost of 
disengagement outweighs the financial savings of an electronic newsletter. We will also 
increase strategic networking and enhance our presence and collaboration with similar 
organizations. With increased activity, there are always increased incidentals, but as 
always, we endeavor to be mindful of these costs. 
 
Welcoming the Year of the Fire Rooster 
Shape and Secure the Future of Asian Bodywork Therapy 
  
Legislative matters have kept AOBTA® busy in 2016. In support of our members in 
Georgia, we have been undergoing an intense negotiation with the Georgia Board of 
Massage Therapy. The rise in human trafficking continues to be a growing problem in 
our country and is often found hiding under the guise of our profession. There has been 
some confusion about Asian Bodywork Therapy and we are in the process of educating 
the public and law enforcement.  
 
More news to follow in future editions of Pulse. In the meantime, with civil liberties and 
human rights taking precedence, I invite you to take action to make your professional 
and personal lives better through our AOBTA® community. 
  
In this annual report, you will find articles describing Volunteer Opportunities, Board 
and Committee Openings, as well as Initiatives and Calls to Action. 
  
We hope you will read them and be inspired to become involved in the betterment of 
our community and organization…and if you are inspired, might you be interested in 
applying for our Director of Communications? We could use someone skilled in the art 
of social media and PR! 
  
Community and Gratitude 
Be the Change You Wish to See in the World 
 
In closing, I wish to share my deep sense of gratitude for our community, those who 
have served our organization for the past 28 years, have helped me along the way, my 
mentors and colleagues. 
  
I am enjoying meeting many of you, our members, as well as our State Chapters and 
Representatives. Over the coming months and years, I look forward to meeting most, if 
not all of you and discovering your individual gifts and talents, including those of you 
who have served on the board and shaped our history, as well as our next generation of 
practitioners and community leaders. 
  
On behalf of the board and myself, it is an honor and privilege to serve you. We 
encourage you to reach out, get involved and help us shape our future. 
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In the meantime, please introduce yourself, raise questions or concerns and share your 
ideas. I hope this is the start of a long and productive relationship. I look forward to 
knowing you. 
  
Sincerely, 
Lauren Paap, BA, AOBTA®-CP, Dipl. ABT (NCCAOM)® 
AOBTA® President 
 
 

The AOBTA® - Dedicated to Protecting and Nurturing  
Asian Bodywork Therapists and the ABT Profession 
 

What do you value about your AOBTA® membership? 
 
This is an interesting question. Personally, it is a sense of honor and pride to belong to 
a profession that fills me with wonderment and awe. But for each of us the answer is 
different and multifaceted – because while I willingly remain an AOBTA® member, it also 
permits me to work as an Asian Bodywork Therapist in the state of Massachusetts.  
 
With longevity in mind, we have heard feedback from a few members questioning the 
value of membership with the AOBTA®, pointing out that our member benefits don’t 
match those offered by other larger membership organizations. Furthermore, with some 
states requiring our ABTs to be licensed as massage therapists (LMTs), some 
practitioners haven’t considered the value and support provided by being part of a like-
minded community such as AOBTA®. For while other organizations have a more robust 
budget and membership, the AOBTA® is the only organization dedicated 
exclusively to advancing the rights and education of Asian Bodywork Therapists. 
 
Our viability is dependent upon mutual investment in one another. 
 
Questioning our value, relevancy and future are important assessments for any 
organization. While it deserves complex thought, the fundamental issues raised can be 
simplified – beginning with the process of inquiry and ending with clear action items. 
 
To start, we need to ponder the questions: 1) What is our individual and collective 
identity as Asian Bodywork Therapists, and 2) What distinguishes us from other 
professions?  
 
These are interesting questions, as we have a long history and represent a range of 
forms with umbrella terms to cover different forms of Acupressure, Shiatsu, and Medical 
Qi Gong.  
 
While fundamental, these questions do not address the more pertinent question 
at hand, which is, 3) How do our perspectives and perceptions influence our 
behavior and actions? 
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Through a quick analysis of our membership numbers, we appear to remain steady at 
about 670 professionals, 200 students, and 130 other membership levels nationwide, 
hovering at a combined number of roughly 1,000 members for the past 6 years. For a 
28-year history, we have managed to remain quite a small community while in fact there 
are many people who are trained in ABT and qualify for professional membership but 
don't join or seek a professional level of ABT certification. Why is this? 
 
In part it is logistical; some people go on to pursue other professions. However, I 
suspect there is a large population of Asian Bodywork Therapists who choose instead to 
identify with the LMT community.  
 
While it deserves further thought, to some extent we can understand that it is because 
of state laws requiring massage and bodywork certification or licensing, thus seemingly 
negating any compelling reason for AOBTA®-CP status. But is this the only reason?  
 
With the retirement of the NCCAOM ABT Exam, practitioners are sometimes 
encouraged or required to take an equivalent exam in massage therapy, further blurring 
the differences between our professions.  
 
It raises the question: does licensing advance or hurt our profession? I imagine the 
answer lies somewhere in between. It also depends upon the substance of the laws, 
and whether or not our education, professional criteria and identity are honored. 
 
Acupuncturists and other Asian healing arts are also undergoing a questioning of 
identity in this country, especially as some of our healing methods, such as cupping and 
gua sha become adopted by other professions. 
 
These are deep questions that I imagine could divide our community if we are not 
mindful of engaging in thoughtful dialogue. It is not one I endeavor to address in one 
sitting.  
 
More important and fundamental to our professional future and political relevance are 
our behavior and actions. We are only as strong as our membership, and we only 
can do as much work as our membership invests in – through action and investment of 
time or currency (membership dues) so that we can hire people to represent our 
individual and shared interests when the demands exceed what a volunteer board is 
able to accomplish. 
 
Will you help us invest in our future? 
 
Our heritage is rich and has an array of lineages that add to the robustness of our 
profession. However, it is equally if not more relevant to connect with and engage the 
next generation of practitioners, as each generation of students shapes our legacy and 
the future of ABT and Eastern medicine in this country! 
 
If you would like to engage with us, be part of this process, or feel inspired to help us 
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harness this energy and help us craft and manage a membership survey we encourage 
you to work with us. There will come a time when we will need help thinking about and 
crafting productive and effective dialogues as well as conducting research and 
analyzing data. We cannot undertake such a project without careful consideration and 
someone to lead the initiative.  
 
In the meantime, I encourage you to reach out and connect with us, the board, and with 
your teachers and colleagues about these issues. There is a bright and multifaceted 
future ahead, we need you to help make it brilliant! 
 

Community Activism – Putting Ideas Into Action 
… because ideas don’t work unless you do the work! 
 
In keeping with the spirit of service and community engagement and to ensure a 
prosperous and productive future, we are putting forth a few initiatives and calls to 
action. 
  
Education: We have just launched an on-line community calendar where we can 
share our offerings to a larger audience. We hope it will develop a momentum where 
the public knows that this is the place to access quality ABT education on a national 
scale. If you or someone you know can help us make it more searchable, i.e. through 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) please reach out! We want the world to find you and 
seek out your offerings! 
  
Community Activism: In addition to wanting to expand our access to quality education 
and advance our efforts as healers, I (Lauren Paap) have personally sponsored 
Acupuncturists Without Borders (AWB) as an AOBTA® Supporting Member, partly in 
response to my legislative work this past year. While I am defending our members, I 
know that people are being victimized and exploited under our name. There are many 
ways to get involved. If you are interested in learning more, please reach out directly to 
AWB or, if you prefer, to me. You will see that community activism is a passion of mine 
and I have dedicated much of my career on working to serve vulnerable populations. 
  
As members of our community, AWB has access to our online community calendar. 
Although "acupuncture" is in their title, they regularly work with Asian Bodywork 
Therapists and you are more than welcome to get trained and participate in their 
national and international relief efforts. Visit our calendar to find out when AWB is 
hosting a workshop in your area or visit their website to learn more about the work that 
they do. If you are currently an AWB member and would like to contribute an 
article describing your relief work in a future ePulse edition, please do! To learn 
more visit: http://www.acuwithoutborders.org/ 
  
Professional Directory: Are you a professional ABT? When was the last time you 
checked out your online profile? Vaguely remember? Well, 62% of you might be 
surprised to learn that you are not listed in our professional directory because it is up to 
you to tell us what you want in your listing. Visit the AOBTA® website and log in, or call 

http://www.acuwithoutborders.org/
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Angela for assistance and let us help you change that! Be sure to add your photo; it 
helps us to get to know you! 
  
Member Benefits: Now that the public profile campaign is underway, and the 
community calendar is live, Wayne Mylin will be directing his efforts towards expanding 
our member benefits! We will be analyzing what is offered by our sister organizations 
and look to replicate services. We encourage you to reach out if you have ideas, 
suggestions or can help us in this process! With your help, who knows where we might 
be next January! 
  
Senior Membership: As we mentioned in my letter above, the board unanimously 
approved a 20% discount on membership dues for professional members (CP, RI, CI) 
who are 64 years of age or older as of their membership expiration date (as listed in the 
membership database). The discount is available effective immediately. Members can 
apply for the discount at any time by providing a copy of proof of age to the national 
office. 
  
Professional Membership Campaign: With success in mind, we are launching a 
professional membership campaign. We are looking to invest in our future for the long 
term, and to do this we are asking that you help us grow our professional 
membership. As a thank you, we have decided to offer each member who refers a new 
Certified Practitioner a $25 reward for their assistance with this goal. The details and 
policy for this program are still being developed and will be announced soon. 
  
We recognize that without you communicating our relevance to your students, they may 
never know of our work or our significance in their lives. It is because of my teacher, 
Barbara Blanchard, that I became a member. It is because of my time serving on the 
board that I have learned to appreciate our history and understand the value of the 
AOBTA®. 
  
We start 2017 with 971 members, of which 687 are professional members. 

 14 Council of Schools and Programs (AOBTA®-COSP) members 

 584 Certified Practitioner (AOBTA®-CP) members 

 10 Registered Instructors (AOBTA®-RI) members 

 78 Certified Instructors (AOBTA®-CI) members 

 182 Student members 

 19 Supporting members 

 84 Non-Professional members 
  
I suspect that we can double our size if all eligible ABT professionals became members. 
  
Student Membership: Teachers, please help us engage your students! Have natural 
leaders? Send them our way! We are always looking for talented people to get involved 
with all sorts of projects and initiatives! Let’s invest in each other and our shared future! 
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Board and Committee Positions Available:  
Leadership, Opportunity, and Community Engagement 
 
It’s time to give renewed Qi to your professional organization! I know there are many of 
you who are eager to volunteer your talents and ideas. Don’t be shy! We seek all levels 
of involvement. Please contact me with your interests and ideas. 
  
Board Positions: In the Year of the Fire Rooster we are in search of a few more 
Roosters (and hens!) to add to the mix! As the phases go from yin to yang and vice 
versa, this is actually a Fire Yin year, the qualities of a Hen. Roosters and Hens are 
described as Hardworking, Resourceful, Courageous and Talented, and can be 
relied upon to work with dedication towards any job they set their sights on. 
  
Two critical board positions that need to be filled immediately are the legislative director 
and director of communications. Application details to follow. In the meantime, we are 
all available to speak with and help assess your candidacy. 
  
Director of Communications: We are anxious to increase our public engagement 
through social media platforms and countless other internal and public relations 
activities. Are you someone who might be interested in this board position or in joining 
our Communications Committee? If so, please reach out. We have so much to 
discuss and do! 
  
Legislative Director: We really need someone to fill this position ASAP! 
  
Are you passionate about protecting your rights and the rights of others? Do you have a 
mind for legal matters or a willingness to learn? Do you like to work with others? Do you 
have critical thinking skills and want to brainstorm with other professions also affected 
by regulatory laws? 
  
If so, please reach out! We have much to discuss! It’s a demanding, yet fun job. Plus, 
our 1997-2009 legislative director Yolanda Asher has graciously offered to mentor you 
and be available for guidance. She was originally appointed to the position with no 
legislative knowledge, so if she could do it, so can you! 
  
FYI, I hope to take the new legislative director with me to a March 31-April 1, 2017 
Federation of Massage, Bodywork and Somatic Practices meeting in Boulder, Colorado 
with strategic allies so don’t delay; call me today! 
  
This year the following board positions are up for (re) election. Highlights below, 
full job descriptions can be found in our ByLaws and RGPs posted on our website under 
“About AOBTA®,” “Governance” https://aobta.memberclicks.net/aobta-governance 
  

 
 
 

https://aobta.memberclicks.net/aobta-governance
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*Denotes serving on the Executive Committee of the board of directors (BoD). 
 
President*: Serve as the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Administrative Officer 
 
Director of Education*: Serve as the Chair of the Education Committee. Oversee any 
AOBTA® educational offering. Must be an AOBTA®-CI to qualify. 
 
Director of Communications: Chair the Communications Committee, PR and Proofing 
Committees. Assist with internal and external communications such as the AOBTA® 
Pulse newsletter. Promote AOBTA® and ABT presence on social networking sites. 
 
Director of Member Services: Chair the Member Services Committee. Oversee the 
creation and maintenance of membership benefits. 
 
Member-at-Large: Serve as the AOBTA® members' direct contact with the board of 
directors. Serve on the Membership Committee and assist the Director of Membership 
in responding to communications from the members. Serve on the State Chapter 
Committee and assist the VP in the oversight of the Congress of Representatives. 
Prepare reports on the board meetings to be published in the AOBTA® Pulse. 
  
The following positions are either vacant or are in search of an early successor.   
  
Vice President*: Serve in the absence of the President. Act as chairperson of the State 
Chapter Committee and oversee the functioning of the Congress of Representatives. 
Run state elections in coordination with the Elections Committee. Serve as chairperson 
of the Awards Committee. 
 
Legislative Director: Chair of the Legislative Committee. Support and communicate 
with state chapter Legislative Chairs. Communicate with legislative agencies. Remain 
informed of legislative activity that may impact the ABT profession. Establish 
relationships with legislative branches of massage, bodywork and Eastern medicine 
organizations and agencies. Represent AOBTA® on the JGRC (Joint Government 
Relations Committee) for the Federation of Therapeutic Massage, Bodywork, and 
Somatic Practice Organizations. 
 
Director of Events: Chair the Events Committee. Oversee the Convention Committee. 
Support events being offered by members. 
  
Committees: Do you want to get involved in real and substantial ways, but are not 
ready to take on a board of directors position? A position on one of our committees 
might be just the right fit for you! We are actively seeking members to volunteer on one 
or more of the following committees:  
 
Communications, Congress of Representatives, Legislative, Membership, 
Member Services, Peer Review and Research, to name a few!  
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We especially need representatives from each state to serve on the Congress of 
Representatives. 
  
Volunteer Opportunities: Prefer the odd job or working solo? 
 
We have many informal volunteer opportunities – administrative tasks, statistics, 
research and analysis, writing for social media, etc. There is also a long list of human 
resources tasks, including drafting policies and procedures, and a fun odd job of 
investigative reporting: going through all of the Pulse archives and recording our history, 
including who served when and in which positions on the board and committees! 
  
The list goes on. Speaking of which, I could use an Executive Assistant and would be 
happy to provide professional level supervision for someone who is seeking a college 
internship. Designed to work remotely. 
  
Please reach out! 

 
Lauren Paap, AOBTA® President 
Tel: 617.435.3586  Email: president@aobta.org 

 

Andrea Sullivan, AOBTA® Vice President 
Tel: 651.230.1629  Email: vp@aobta.org 

 

Deborah Valentine Smith, AOBTA® Secretary/Treasurer  
Tel: 845.419.5108  Email: treasurer@aobta.org  

 
Gail Kellstrom, AOBTA® Director of Membership  
Tel: 914.232.5754  Email: membership@aobta.org  

 
Matthew Sweigart, AOBTA® Director of Education  
Tel: 530.870.3482  Email: education@aobta.org  

 
Cindy Banker, AOBTA® Director of COSP  
Tel: 617.734.7991  Email: cosp@aobta.org  

 
Wayne Mylin, AOBTA® Managing Director  
Tel: 610.299.4130  Email: director@aobta.org 

 
Angela Pflugfelder, AOBTA® Office Manager 
Tel: 856.809.2953  Email: office@aobta.org 

president@aobta.org
vp@aobta.org
treasurer@aobta.org
membership@aobta.org
education@aobta.org
cosp@aobta.org%20
director@aobta.org
office@aobta.org

